4 weeks of intensive training in hands-on journalism, documentary film, and media training

Access to mentors and invitations to other exciting year-round opportunities

Receive $147.50 at the conclusion of the academy for each successfully completed week

Seeking 16 femme-identifying and/or non-binary candidates

https://forms.gle/uG5mMradtGAStbt9
YOUTH MEDIA ACADEMY SUMMER 2020
OAKLAND, JUN 15 - JUL 9

- 4 weeks of intensive training in hands-on journalism, documentary film, and media training
- Access to mentors and invitations to other exciting year-round opportunities
- Receive $147.50 at the conclusion of the academy for each successfully completed week

Seeking 16 male-identifying candidates

https://forms.gle/F18VYSTgEf5ro32m8